TAYLOR SWIFT

WORKSHEET LEVEL 1

1 Answer the Taylor Swift questions. Choose a, b or c.
1 Where was Taylor born?
a In Pennsylvania.

b In Texas.

c In Tennessee.

b Yes, one brother.

c Yes, one sister.

2 Has she got any brothers or sisters?
a No she hasn’t.

3 Which Roald Dahl play did she see, and then start acting?
a Charlie and the Chocolate Factory

b James and the Giant Peach

c Matilda
4 Where did her second manager, Steve Borchetta, see her sing?
a At the Blackbird Café.

b At the Bluebird Café.

c At the Country Music Café.
5 Who are the “Swifties”?
a Her family.

b Her fans.

c Her friends.

6 Which of these is not one of Taylor’s cats?
a Benjamin Button

b Meredith Grey

c Shania Twain

2a Look at the photos. Write the names from the box.
Selena Gomez
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Tim McGraw

2

3

Liz Rose

Faith Hill

Dan Dymtrow

4

Andrea Swift

5

6

2b Match the people in 2a (1–6) with these descriptions (a–f).
a
A song writer. She helped Taylor write songs.
b
Her first manager. He got her an Artist’s Development Deal.
c
Her mother. She is always there for her.
d
e
f
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One of Taylor favourite singers. Taylor went on tour with her.
Taylor wrote her first single about him and went on tour with him.
One of Taylor’s good friends and a singer too.
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3 Look at the photos from Taylor Swift’s life. Put them in the correct order (1–5) and
write a sentence about each one.

4 Complete this mind map with the words in the box. Some words can go in more than
one category.
tour
award

album
show

fans
video

stadium
single

MUSIC

movie
tour

CD
stage

play

THEATRE
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5a You are Taylor Swift. Write to your fans on social media. Tell them: where you are,
what you are doing, what problems you have and how you are. Remember to ask your
fans a question, too!

1,737,413 likes
taylorswift

5b You are a “Swiftie” and you went to one of Taylor’s T-parties after her show. Write to
a friend, saying who was there, what you did, what you ate and drank and what you
said to Taylor.
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